Abstract-We consider the novel problem of exact synchronization of two rankings at remote locations connected by a two-way channel. Such synchronization problems arise when items in the data are distinguishable, as is the case for playlists, tasklists, crowdvotes and recommender systems rankings. Our model includes different constraints on the communication throughput of the forward and feedback links, resulting in different anchoring, syndrome and checksum computation strategies. Information editing is assumed of the form of deletions, insertions, block deletions/insertions, translocations and transpositions. The protocols developed under the given model are order-optimal with respect to genie aided lower bounds.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rankings or orders are an emerging data format that arises in a wide variety of applications, including social choice theory [17] , distributed and meta-search engines [8] , CrowdVoting [3] , cancer genomics and gene prioritization [1] . Rankings are also used for descriptive encoding of automata and for representing binary and non-binary relations on objects [9] .
A number of ordinal data processing systems call for synchronization of their ranking information at remote locations. Synchronization refers to reaching a consensus ranking or reconstructing a ranking at one location based on a partial ranking given at another location. Different nodes may contain differently edited versions of ordinal data, such as a person's playlists on her/his laptop, cell phone, or iPod. Other important examples pertain to routing engines, as well as distributed and metasearch engines, prioritizing information about millions of dynamically changing web-pages; and to digital data systems over very large alphabets, where each symbol has a small probability of appearing more than once. Emerging distributed storage systems in which synchronization of permutations may be required include flash memories in the cloud [5] , for which rank modulation represents a desirable information format [7] .
Synchronization of binary and non-binary data through interactive communication was first described in [15] , [16] , and extended to synchronization of sets and related entities in [16] , [14] , [19] , [2] , [21] . A number of synchronization protocols are implemented in practice, such as rsync and dsync [10] , and used in dropbox and other file reconciliation systems. Nevertheless, no results on efficient synchronization protocols for rankings are currently known. The edits encountered in rankings include reordering operations that are usually not considered in binary vectors, and in addition, all prior work assumes symmetry in the channel throughputs used for synchronization.
The problem we consider may be succinctly stated as follows: A transmitter and a receiver, connected by a two-way noiseless channel, are placed at different locations. Each link has a total communication throughput (i.e., the largest number of bits communicated through the link within a synchronization procedure), which for the forward and feedback links equal c tr and c rt , respectively. The transmitter stores ordinal information of the form of a (partial) permutation σ X , while the receiver stores a "noisy" version of σ X , denoted by σ Y . Ordinal data noise refers to random deletions/insertions, block deletions/insertions, translocation and transposition errors. The problem of interest is to exactly restore σ X at the receiver with the smallest two-way communication throughput between the transmitter and the receiver. In general, this problem is difficult and we hence focus on two special models:
• The classical model: In this case, c tr c rt , i.e., the communication throughputs of the forward and feedback links are of the same order. This case represents a generalization of the binary data scenario addressed in [19] , [20] to the case of ordinal information.
• The limited feedback model: In this case, we assume that c tr c rt , or more precisely, that c tr = O(d log n), and c rt = O(d log d), where n is the length of the ordinal message, while d is the number of editing errors (more formally introduced in subsequent sections). Using the feedback link is costly, and synchronization has to be achieved with a number of bit transmissions proportional to d log d.
Our main contributions are as follows. For σ Y and σ X missynchronized by deletions, we exhibit protocols within a factor of two and a factor of five from the genie-aided limits for c tr c rt and c tr c rt , respectively. When the synchronization error is a single translocation, a protocol within a factor of three from the genie-aided limit is proposed. For single transposition errors, we describe a one-way protocol within a factor of six from the genie-aided limit. This protocol may be implemented via generalizations of Varshamov-Tenengolz codes for ordinal information and Reed-Solomon codes.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II contains the mathematical preliminaries and the problem formulation. Synchronization from deletions or insertions is analyzed in 2014 IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory 978-1-4799-5186-4/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE Section III. A discussion of translocation and transposition error synchronization methods is presented in Section V and Section IV, respectively.
II. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
The collection of all complete rankings (permutations) on [n] is denoted by S n . For any σ ∈ S n , we write σ = (σ 1 , σ 2 , · · · , σ n ), where σ i is the image of i ∈ [n] under σ. The projection of a permutation σ onto a set P ⊆ [n], denoted by σ P , is obtained by removing all elements in [n] \ P from σ = (σ 1 , σ 2 , · · · , σ n ). We frequently refer to projections as partial permutations and do not explicitly write the subscript P unless required by the context.
Given σ P , a deletion refers to removing an element in P from σ P . Similarly, an insertion refers to inserting an element in [n]\P into an arbitrary position of σ P . A block of deletions or insertions of length d corresponds to a set of deletions or insertions contained within d consecutive positions. Another important notion of deletions in permutations is a shift deletion, where if symbol a is deleted from a permutation σ, all elements b > a are reduced by one, i.e., b → b − 1. A swap of two elements in a permutation is referred to as a transposition. A pair of an insertion and a deletion involving the same element is termed a translocation [4] , formally described next. Definition 2.1: A translocation φ(i, j) is a permutation defined as follows: If i ≤ j, we have
and if i > j, we have
Translocations arise due to independent falls and rises of elements in a ranking.
Definition 2.2: The inversion vector of σ P , denoted by In(σ P ), is a binary vector (x 1 , · · · , x |P |−1 ), such that
In our subsequent analysis, we make use of VarshamovTenengolz codes VT a (n) ⊆ {0, 1} n . These codes consist of all binary vectors (x 1 , · · · , x n ) satisfying the congruence
where the parameter a ∈ {0, 1, · · · , n} is referred to as the VT-syndrome of the code VT a (n). VT-codes can correct single deletion erros, which is easily proved by exhibiting a decoding algorithm [13] , [11] . The family of VT-codes partitions the space {0, 1} n into n+1 single deletion correcting codes [12] . A less known result holds for permutations, asserting that S n may be partitioned into n cosets of size (n − 1)!, each of which has a unique VTsyndrome for all the underlying inversion vectors. The cosets represent single deletion correcting codes for permutations. The key observations behind the proof of this fact are that: a) a single deletion in a permutation induces a single deletion in the inversion vector; b) a deletion in the inversion vector may be corrected via VT coding; and c) given a letter b in [n] \ P and a binary string B which produces the inversion vector In(σ P ) via a single deletion, there is a unique way to insert b into σ P such that the newly obtained partial permutation has inversion vector B. Single shift deletion correcting errors were recently described in [6] , but we relegate the discussion of synchronization protocols to these class of errors to the full version of the manuscript.
Throughout the paper, we assume that n and the number of deletion (insertion) errors d is known in advance both to the transmitter and receiver; that all n d deletion (insertion) patterns are equally likely; and that the transmitter and receiver can agree in advance on the steps of the synchronization protocol. For the case of block deletion errors, we also assume that the span of the block d is known both to the transmitter and receiver and that all d-spans are equally likely. Due to the complicated nature of translocation and transposition errors, in this short communication we focus only on single error events and relegate the generalization to multiple errors to the journal version of the paper. For simplicity of exposition, we restrict our attention to the case of constant number of edits d, although all results easily extend to d = o(n).
III. SYNCHRONIZATION FROM DELETIONS/INSERTIONS
The first problem we address is synchronization from deletion errors only. In this case, σ Y is generated from σ X by deleting d symbols.
A. Synchronization from random deletions/insertions
Assume that σ X ∈ S n and that the transmitter is aided by a genie that knows the locations of the deleted symbols in the receiver's partial permutation σ Y . Since there are 
bits, in order to enable the receiver to reconstruct σ X . The solution in the classical setting is straightforward. The key observation is that the receiver can deduce the identity of the missing symbols, given that he knows n. Hence, the receiver sends log n d bits to the transmitter indicating the missing symbols, and the transmitter in return sends the locations of the missing symbols along with their ordering. Consequently, σ X can be reconstructed using
transmitted bits, which is only twice as many bits as required by a genie-aided method. However, this approach cannot be used in the limited feedback scenario, as the throughput of the feedback link is not allowed to scale as d log n. We next describe a protocol for the limited feedback scenario that is within a factor of five from the genie-aided result.
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The idea of the protocol is to first partition σ X into a set of substrings each of which contains one deleted symbol, akin to [20] . Partitioning is achieved via a sequence of transmissions of a single anchor symbol, positioned in the middle of substrings of interest. To correct a single deletion error within each substring, the receiver needs to know both the deleted symbol in that substring and the deleted position, which can be deduced from the checksum and the VT-syndrome of the inversion vector of the substring, respectively. Here, the checksum of a substring refers to the sum of its corresponding symbols. The identity of the deleted symbol in a specified substring can be found by computing the difference of the checksum of the substring in σ X and the checksum of the corresponding noisy substring in σ Y . Once the identities of the deleted symbols within the substrings are known to the receiver, synchronization is accomplished via VT coding.
Using the notation in [20] , let N T →R (d) (N R→T (d)) denote the total number of bits transmitted from the transmitter (receiver) to the receiver (transmitter).
Theorem 3.1: There exists a limited feedback protocol that exactly restores σ X at the receiver, with
and
Given that the data consists of distinct symbols, erroneous matching is not possible. The most costly steps of synchronization are checksum transmissions, all of which take place over the forward channel. Since some of the ideas behind the proof of this result are similar to those presented in [20] , detailed derivations are postponed to the full version of the paper. For the case of insertion errors, the situation is reversed in so far that the transmitter is in possession of a partial permutation, while the receiver contains a permutation. Interestingly, one only needs to identify the inserted symbols, since their positions are automatically revealed thereafter. This reduces the total number of transmitted bits by d log n.
B. Block deletions/insertions
We consider next synchronization from block deletions. Since deletions occur in consecutive order, the receiver only needs to know the first or the last edited position, as well as the arrangement of the d deleted symbols. In the genie-aided case, the required number of transmitted bits equals
Clearly, the deletion synchronization method described in the previous section also applies to the block deletion case. However, the communication throughput for the random deletion protocol may be significantly higher than needed, given that the deletions appear in consecutive positions. We outline next a protocol that only requires a O(log d log n) bits of throughput on the forward link.
We start by introducing the process of deinterleaving. In the deinterleaving process, σ X and σ Y are parsed into d
k are missynchronized by one deletion only. For instance, suppose that the transmitter stores σ X = (1, 14, 12, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 13, 5, 8, 7, 6, 15) , while the noisy version available at the receiver reads as σ Y = (1, 14, 12, 2, 10, 11, 13, 5, 8, 7, 6, 15).
The above described parsing method results in: 14, 3, 10, 5, 6) , (14, 10, 5, 6) , 12, 4, 11, 8, 15) , (12, 11, 8, 15) .
Denote the position of the symbol deleted in (σ X ) i by p i . If a deletion in (σ X ) 1 occurred at position j, i.e., if p 1 = j, then for i ≥ 2, p i equals either j or j −1, which is a consequence of the fact that deletions occur in consecutive order. In particular, the sequence
where k denotes the index of the subsequence of σ X containing the first deleted symbol. Note that we may have k = d+1, implying that the first deleted symbol is contained in (σ X ) 1 . It is easy to see that the first deleted position p * equals
This observation, along with the deinterleaving approach, is used to establish the following theorem, the proof of which may be found in the full version of the paper [18] . Theorem 3.2: There exists a limited feedback protocol that can exactly restore σ X at the receiver, with
IV. A SINGLE TRANSLOCATION: A PAIR OF A DELETION AND AN INSERTION
On a permutation of length n, one can perform as many as (n − 1) 2 different translocations. Thus, in the genie-aided case, 2 log(n − 1) = 2 log n + o(1) bits need to be transmitted. We describe next a protocol that is within factor of three from the genie-aided limit.
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First, observe that a single translocation error is equivalent to a deletion and an insertion of the same symbol [4] . Hence, the idea is to partition σ X in such a way that the deletion error and the insertion error are contained in different substrings of σ X . To correct the transposition, we use the fact that VT-codes for permutations are capable of detecting single translocations.
Let S σ X and S σ Y be the to-be-parsed substrings of σ X and σ Y , respectively. Denote the VT-syndromes of the left and right half of the substring by V T l and V T r , respectively, and use a similar notation for the checksums of the substrings, namely CS l and CS r .
Protocol 1: Protocol for Single Translocation Error
2 Transmitter sends the central letter of S σ X ; 3 Receiver anchors the central letter in S σ Y ; 4 if the central letter was not shifted then 5 The receiver requests V T l (S σ X ); The receiver requests CS r (S σ X ) and V T l (S σ X ), uses CS r (S σ X ) to synchronize the insertion in the right part of S σ Y and uses V T l (S σ X ) to synchronize the deletion in the left part of S σ Y ; 14 else 15 The receiver requests CS l (S σ X ) and V T r (S σ X ), uses CS l (S σ X ) to synchronize the insertion in the left part of S σ Y and uses V T r (S σ X ) to synchronize the deletion in the right part of S σ Y .
end
The protocol starts with the transmitter sending the central letter of σ X , i.e., the symbol at position n 2 in σ X . The receiver compares the position of the received symbol to
If there is no match, the received symbol is within the span of the translocation, and a deletion occurred in the left half of σ X , and an insertion occurred in the right half of σ X , or vice versa. If the received letter is accurately anchored at n 2 , the protocol uses the VT-syndrome to determine which half of σ X contains the translocation. The process is subsequently repeated for the substring that contains the translocation error. 
Remark 1: Due to the symmetry of a translocation, the protocol can be easily adapted for a forward link limited model by exchanging the roles of the transmitter and the receiver.
Proof: Let M be the random variable counting the transmission rounds needed for Protocol 1 to terminate. Denote the distribution of M by Q M .
If Protocol 1 terminates at round M = m, by that point, the transmitter has sent m anchor symbols, m − 1 VT-syndromes for detecting the translocation within the first m − 1 rounds, and 2 log n bits and log n bits for synchronizing first from the insertion and then deletion error, respectively. Hence, the total number of bits sent by the transmitter equals (2m + 2) log n, and E[N T →R ] and var[N T →R ] may be written as
On the feedback link, the receiver sends out at each round the encoding of one of the five messages:
For the encoding, only three bits are needed. Thus, we have The distribution of M has the following closed form
for m ≤ log(n+1)−1; and Q M (m) = 0 otherwise (a detailed derivation is provided in the full version of the paper [18] ).
Suppose next that G is geometrically distributed, with parameter 1/2. It can be shown by induction that M is firstorder stochastically dominated by G, i.e., for all m, 
By observing that 1 < E[M ] < 2, the first term on the right hand side of (12) can be bounded as
Similarly, it can be shown that the second term on the right hand side of (12) satisfies
which completes the proof using some simple computations.
V. SYNCHRONIZATION FROM A SINGLE TRANSPOSITION ERROR
Suppose that σ Y = σ X τ , where τ is a transposition. Let τ = (a b), where a, b ∈ [n] and a < b, implying that the elements σ 
so that the average number of transmitted bits equals
A straightforward solution consists in treating a translocation error as two substitution (Hamming) errors over appropriate finite field representations of the symbols of the permutation. A protocol using Reed-Solomon code parity-checks gives a solution not more than a factor six above the genie-aided limit. Still, this solution requires finite field computations which can be avoided using a one-way protocol in which the transmitter sends the encoding of three quantities: δ
